
IDOCs Detailed Information Configuration 

Definition 

"EDI is described as the interchange of structured data according to agreed message standards between computer 
systems, by electronic means. Structured data equates to a simple and direct method of presenting the data 
content of a document. The method of ensuring the correct interpretation of the information by the computer 
system is defined by the EDI standard." 

EDI is a technique used to communicate business transactions between computer systems of different companies 
and organizations. Note that sometimes the EDI mechanism deployed at a company is often used to interface to 
other systems within the same organization." 

Some thoughts 

You should not to attempt to switch to a full SAP EDI implementation overnight. It takes time for people, systems, 
and processes to adapt to any new methodology. Implementing SAP EDI is a project in its own right and needs to 
be handled phase by phase as in any other information system implementation. We describe some of the issues 
and how to implement an SAP EDI solution in the following pages. 

What Is IDOC 

IDoc (for intermediate document) is a standard data structure for electronic data interchange (EDI) between 
application programs written for the popular SAP business system or between an SAP application and an external 
program. IDocs serve as the vehicle for data transfer in SAP's Application Link Enabling (ALE) system.   

IDocs are used for asynchronous transactions:  Each IDoc generated exists as a self-contained text file that 
can then be transmitted to the requesting workstation without connecting to the central database.   

Another SAP mechanism, the Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI) is used for synchronous 
transactions.   

 
A large enterprise's networked computing environment is likely to connect many geographically distributed 
computers to the main database. These computers are likely to use different hardware and/or operating system 
platforms. An IDoc encapsulates data so that it can be exchanged between different systems without conversion 
from one format to another.   

IDoc types define different categories of data, such as purchase orders or invoices, which may then be broken 
down into more specific categories called message types. Greater specificity means that an IDoc type is capable of 
storing only the data required for a particular transaction, which increases efficiency and decreases resource 
demands.   

An IDoc can be generated at any point in a transaction process. For example, during a shipping transaction 
process, an IDoc may be generated that includes the data fields required to print a shipping manifest. After a user 
performs an SAP transaction, one or more IDocs are generated in the sending database and passed to the ALE 
communication layer. The communication layer performs a Remote Function Call (RFC), using the port definition 
and RFC destination specified by the customer model.   

The IDoc is transmitted to the receiver, which may be an R/3, R/2, or some external system.          

What are the main advantages of IDOC?  

IDoc is the data Format used by the SAP in data transfer using ALE /EDI methods. They provide more data 
security.  An IDoc is an intermediate document used to send data in two ways, that is internal and the external 
point for you.  

In BW, IDoc is a transfer mode, when you create a Infosource you can select the transfer mode as PSA or IDOC. 
Its the method provided for backward compatibility. In older version the hirerchies where loaded using IDOC 
transfer method. Now its possible with PSA but still that method is available to load the hierarchies.  



An example in SD:  
For creating sales documents (sales order) through IDOCS you will have to use the T code WE19.  In that click 
basic type and enter order05(IDOC type) and select via message type then enter ORDERS(message type), click 
execute.  

You will get to see many fields.here you have to enter the datas that you enter in the VA01 screen in order to 
create sales order. The datas such as material name, date, qty, P.O no etc.  After entering all the datas, you click 
standard inbound the IDOC would be created by the system.You can see the created order by going in to VA03 
screen.  

Next time when you create the IDOC, in same tcode WE19 screen, click existing IDOC and enter the IDOC which 
you created in the above step and just change the P.O no.Sytem will create new sales order through new IDOC  

Before doing all you need to maintain the partner profile in T code WE20.  For this Discuss with EDI consultant.   

Difference Between EDI and IDOC  

EDI is nothing but Electronic data interchange. SAP will support EDI through Intermediate documents 
(IDOCS).  

EDI (Electronic Document interchange) - EDI is the electronic exchange of business documents between 
the computer systems of business partners, using a standard format over a communication network.   

EDI is also called paperless exchange.   

Advantages:   
Reduced Data entry errors  
Reduced processing time  
Availability of data in electronic form  
Reduced paperwork  
Reduced Cost  
Reduced inventories and better planning  
Standard means of communications  
Better business process  

EDI has two processes  
1. Outbound process. 
2. Inbound process. 

OP:  
1.Application document is created.  
2.IDOC is generated  
3.IDoc is transferred from SAP to Operating system layer  
4.Idoc is converted into EDI standards  
5.Edi document is transmitted to the business partner  
6.The Edi Subsystem report status to SAP  

IP:  
1.EDI transmission received  
2.EDI document is converted into an IDOC  
3.IDOC is transferred to the SAP layer  
4.The application document is created  
5.The application document can be viewed.  
   

IDOC:  
IDOC is a container that can be used to exchange data between any two processes.  
Each iDoc is assigned a unique number for tracking and future reference.  
iDoc Consist of several segments, and segments contain several fields.  
iDoc contains the following three type of records...  

1.One Control Record.  
2.One or many Data Record  
3.One or many Status record.  



PORT:  
Port is used in the outbound process to determine the name of the EDI subsystem program, the directory path 
where the idoc file will be created at the operating system level, the idoc file names and the RFC designations.  

RFC Destination:  
Used to define the characteristics of communication links to a remote system on which a functions needs to be 
executed.  

Partner Profile:  
Partner profile specified the various components used in an outbound process ( Partner number, IDoc type, 
message type, Port, Process code),the mode in which it communicates with the subsystem(batch or immediate) 
and the person to be notified in case of errors.  

Message Control  
Used in pricing, account determination, material determination, and output determination. The message control 
component enables you to encapsulate business rules without having to write abap programs.  

Process:  
Setup RFC destinations SM59  
Port Destinations WE21  
Partner Profile WE20  
Message control NACE  
Purchase Order ME21  
Check IDOCs WE02,WE05  

Created change pointers related to message types like MATMAS and LOIBOM by keeping specific conditions 
(running a background job). so server created lakhs of Idocs. Due to this sever is running very very slow.   

 
 Delete/Remove of IDocs from R3 [Covered from Search] 

You may delete it from BD87.  
This is also used for processing, but there is an  
option to mark it for deletion 

In BD87 - uncheck the option that says "Process in Background", and it will  
take you into a screen that looks like the workitem for a failed idoc in  
your inbox.  
 
Click the "Delete Flag" button, and this will mark the idoc for deletion at  
the next archiving run 

Use the instructions below. I think the transaction  
should be BD73. (Not BD87)  
Recently I discovered transaction we11 (report RSETESTD), with this transaction you can delete sap idocs. No, I'm 
not talking about deleting as the last step of idoc archiving, I'm talking about simple straight forward deletion of 
idocs from the database 

First things first, transaction we11 really works, the idocs are successfully deleted from the database.  
 
Second, as opposed to archiving idocs, we11 will delete idocs regardless of their processing status (idoc archiving 
using transaction sara, only works for successfully processed idocs). This may be good or bad for you, it largely 
depends on your needs. 

I also regulary delete IDOC, but I use RSEXARCB in the background job.  
 
 
Since you mentioned 'delete' I assume that both programs RSEXARCA and RSEXARCB Archive & Delete at the same time.  
 
 
Please use Object Idoc from SARA. If you use this it will write file using program RSEXARCA and delets using RSEXARCD.  

 



Take a look at running report RBDCPCLR from SE38 in the backgorund. You will probably have to up a varient we 
run the report weekely and keep the last 6 weeks of data. You will be removing from table BDCPS take a look and 
it will all make sense.  
   

Report RBDCPCLR selection screen is for deleting change pointers. My question is deleting IDocs which are created 
by Change Pointers. Please guide me to next step. What should I do......   
        Aplogises thought that we were talking change pointers ....   
  

"There is no special deletion program for IDocs.   
Use the archiving programs. IDoc is a separate archiving class. The following programs are available:   

1. Archive RSEXARCA and RSEXARCB (as of Release 3.0C)   
2. Delete RSEXARCD   
3. Read archive RSEXARCR   
4. Restore RSEXARCL   

The Idoc archiving is checked against the status. The statuses which can be archived and those that cannot be 
archived are stored in the "Status maintenance" table. You can change the standard settings. Menu path:   
Area menu "WEDI", control, status maintenance.   
The archiving procedure is described in the documentation 'IDoc interface for EDI'."  
   

I tried as like you said, first tried with RSEXARCA (Archived) then deleted from SAP R/3 RSEXARCD(Deleted from 
R/3) I tried this for few IDocs and it worked fine.   

but after tried for more no of IDocs(20000). then given like 'last create archive file without data objects was 
deleted' for report RSEXARCA.   and not showed any thing for report RSEXARCD.   
 

  I am not that familiar with the transaction but it may be possible to break down the IDOCS in to batches of 5000 
and run these in the background ??  
  Have you checked the customizing for object 'IDOC' - I mean not only in transaction SARA but also the 
application-related customizing. There might be a parameter, defining the minimun-duration time of idocs ... 
unfortunately I don't remember the transaction ... 

ALE - Introduction 
Enterprises are increasingly looking to deliver real business benefits by integrating their systems and processes both 
within their organizations and between organizations. ng processes in this way, which requires tight integration, frequent 
communication and data exchange.  

Highly integrated and inter-dependent SAP and non-SAP systems require frequent communication, tight integration and 
(usually) high levels of data exchange. In order to achieve this interoperability, SAP has come up with the concept of ALE 
(Application Linking and Enabling).  

The idea behind ALE is to provide a more rigid integration service while allowing a high degree of independence to the 
individual SAP com 

Manage of business information across SAP and non-SAP systems. Applications are integrated by using synchronous and 
asynchronous communication without implementing a central database.  

 In this 6 article tutorial we will cover subjects such as: 

• Data Distribution Model  
• ALE process  
• IDOCS  
• Converters  
• Configuring ALE  
• Other concepts 



HOME >> ALE >> DATA DISTRIBUTION MODEL 

One of the challenges in designing distributed applications is the data distribution model, which consists of all 
participating systems and the messages to be exchanged by the system. Data distribution in R/3 to R/3 
environment is easily achieved but there are several bottlenecks in R/3 to non-R/3 scenarios – for example data 
mapping - as non-R/3 systems seldom have as rich an organizational representation as R/3 has. The following 
figure illustrates the concept of data distribution using ALE.  

  

 

Figure 1: ALE FRAMEWORK  

 
 

Enterprise business objects of a SAP system are distributed with the help of BAPIs (Business Application Programming 
Interfaces). ALE acts as a layer that incorporates the inter-linking of business objects at the application level. The ALE layer 
provides the following services: 

• Applications services: this layer provides ALE with an interface (for instance: BAPI) to R/3 to facilitate data exchange to 
or from external R/3 systems.  

• Distribution services: the onus of filtering and converting messages exchanged between SAP and non-SAP systems is 
on the distribution layer of ALE. This service is the core service and acts as a sandwich layer between application and 
communication layers.  

• Communications services: ALE supports synchronous as well asynchronous communication. Synchronous messaging is 
used for the direct reading of control data, while asynchronous messaging is used for transmitting or receiving 
application data.  

The implementation of ALE is achieved with the help of external converters (ALE converters), which connect SAP applications to 
non-SAP applications. In simple words, external converters are generic-format conversion programs, which contain specific 
converter functions. The capabilities of the external converter will be discussed later in this article. 

  

HOME >> ALE >> PROCESS 
 

ALE has three prime entities, which participate in the message exchange process:  

• SAP R/3 system  



• ALE converter (inclusive of its sub-components)  
• External non SAP R/3 system  

The following diagram describes how these three work together in an ALE scenario.  

 

Figure 2: ALE FUNCTIONALITY 

2.1 Concept of Logical Systems (LS): 

Logical Systems represent R/3 or external systems in the SAP R/3 environment for the distribution of data. The existence 
of LS is mandatory for the corresponding R/3 client (which uses ALE or EDI). This LS acts as the “sender” for outbound 
messages and a “receiver” for inbound messages.  

In addition to the base LS, another LS must be present within that R/3 system for each R/3 or external system used for 
ALE interfaces. In an inbound ALE interface, second LS represent the sender (another R/3 or external system) with 
respect to the base LS (receiver). In an outbound ALE interface, this second LS is the receiver on behalf of the R/3 or 
external system with respect to the base LS (sender). 

2.2 Message Type:  

Message types (required for sending the data across participating systems) relate to the structure of the data called an 
IDOC (Intermediate Document). Message types provide the format of the data, which can be exchanged between SAP 
and non-SAP systems. ALE supports over 200 message types in R/3. 

2.3 IDocs:  

IDocs (Intermediate Documents) are the crux of ALE. These are the documents with the help of which data is exchanged 
between SAP R/3 and non-R/3 systems. As the name suggests, these documents act as intermediate storage of 
information, which can be sent bi-directionally. Message types are responsible for creation of Idocs. 



IDocs Components 

Data on Internet is exchanged using data formats like IPV6 – and SAP uses a similar approach. Idocs are a well-
structured medium through which data transfer takes place. Figure 3 explains the structure of Idocs.  

 

Figure 3: IDoc COMPONENTS 

 

An IDoc is made up of the following parts:  

1. Control Record: This section contains control information regarding the Idoc. Its constituents 
are Sender’s name, Receiver name, Message type and Idoc type (illustrated in figure 3). The 
format of the control record is similar for all IDoc types. 

2. Data Segment: It consists of a header that contains the identity of the Idoc. Its constituents 
include, a sequential segment number, a segment type description and field containing the 
actual data of the segment.  

3. Status records: The status record shows the information regarding the already processed 
stages and remaining processing stages of the Idoc. It has an identical format for each IDoc 
type. 

 

 

Idocs Structure:  

Idocs support a hierarchical structure. Figure 4 shows an Idoc, starting with the header. The header has 
items, which in turn have sub-items. The lowest level in the hierarchy contains the text. The end of the Idoc 
is represented with the help of ACCUM (means accumulate) segment. Remember that an IDoc can only 
contain character fields.  



 

 

HOME >> ALE >> Configuring ALE 

 
2.4 ALE Converters 

 ALE converters need to be compatible with SAP R/3 system and therefore chosen carefully. SAP offer a 
certification program for ALE converters – and there are a large number available.  

The minimum requirements of the ALE converter are:  

•  Ability to accept and understand participating IDocs in message exchange. 
   
•  Capability of transaction id management and status tracking. 
   
•  Ability of mapping IDoc fields to and from external systems. 
   
•  Independency from R/3 application server.  

 The essential entities involved in the ALE framework have been discussed above. We will now proceed with 
the configuration methodology for ALE implementation. The configuration is a multi-step approach. The 
steps can be categorized as follows (as depicted in figure 5):  



 

Figure 5: MULTI-PHASE ALE CONFIGURATION 

3.1 Understand and verify the need of business processes 

The need of implementing ALE must be clear to you. For that you need to have all the details of the business 
requirements. These requirements will facilitate the implementation process and also ensuring its success.  

3.2 Configure SAP user administration module (BASIS)  

This step involves BASIS configuration of SAP system. The concept of the Logical System described above is applicable 
here. BASIS administration involves creation of logical systems (LS) for every prospective ALE-enabled client, followed 
by linking prospective clients to the Logical System using the respective servers. 

Once the Logical Systems have been created, you create background users on the prospective clients – to be used by 
ALE. After this, choose Tools > Administration > Administration > Network > RFC destinations or enter transaction code 
SM59 to create RFC (Remote Function Call) destination for each client.  

As a final step, create partner profiles for the sending system. A partner profile is an identifier for the sending system 
that is used for communicating messages. You will be using LS as it is used for ALE communications. Every partner 
profile used for ALE must be based on existing LS (created above).  

3.3 ALE Functional Configuring in SAP  

This configuration step allows the installation of core ALE features on which data transfer activity will be based. You need 
to create a Customer Distribution Model (CDM) first. The Customer Distribution Model acts as a repository of data that 
decides the flow of message types to Logical Systems (LS). There can be one to many messages flow to a Logical 
System and it can also happen vice-versa. You also need to enforce a selection criterion on the message (type) flowing 
to a Logical System. This is achieved by adding appropriate message types and filters to the CDM.  

Now that the path of the message flows have been set, we can generate outbound partner profiles (similarly as we done 
for inbound profiles in step 2). Finally, you can distribute the CDM to the receiving systems followed by generating 
inbound partner profiles on each of the clients. 

3.4 Testing and Implementing the ALE Configuration  

After completing the setup of the ALE environment it needs to be thoroughly checked and tested with real time business 
processes and situations. The performance should be measured with varying degree of business transaction volumes. It 
is advisable to include negative and ‘unusual’ test scenarios as well.  

Once testing is completed it can be implemented once it is signed off with the respective business owners.  



 

HOME >> ALE >> MISCELLANEOUS 
 

Here are few additional concepts which are broadly applicable to ALE and will help readers understand SAP’s 
integration services.  

Listings are special filter object types, which are used to specify a selection criterion for distributing master data. 
Listings are based on the SAP Classification system. Lists are allocated to an LS using transaction SALE (from the 
ALE customizing guide) or Distribution Scenarios > Master Data Distribution > Distribution via Listings 

Note: Listings are applicable only to Material, Customer, and Vendor master data.  

Ports are a logical representation of the communication channels in SAP. R/3 defines four types of ports viz. tRFC 
(transactional Remote Function Calls), File, R/2, and Internet. ALE can use all port types to distribute Idocs.  

Process Codes are used in both ALE and EDI framework to identify the function module or API (Application 
Programming Interface) to be invoked for subsequent processing. Inbound as well as outbound interfaces use 
process code but for different purposes. Outbound process codes are stored in table TEDE1, while inbound process 
codes are stored in TEDE2. 

Message control is a mechanism by which documents are output based on a selection criteria and requirements. This 
concept is applicable not only to EDI and ALE, but also to other output mediums (for example: print, fax). Message 
control determines the type of document, its timing, number, and the medium. NAST table stores output records.  

The conditions (selection criteria and requirements) for creating an output message are stored in 
condition tables. Search mechanisms are used through access sequences, output processes, and 
requirements to determine whether an application document qualifies for output. 

ALE provides powerful capabilities to capture changes occurring to master data using Change pointers. These R/3 
objects mark changes to SAP master data. ALE configuration facilitates the relation between Change Document 
objects and change pointers. This feature can be used to keep two or more systems synchronized with respect to 
master data.  

An EDI implementation methodology 

There are basically 5 phases of the project that need to be completed sequentially: 

Phase 1: The Assessment and Project strategy phase 

Look at the business needs, map these to EDI, determine gap and implications, prototype if necessary, agree and sign-off scope 

Phase 2: The Design phase 

Naming standards, interface design, future flexibility, audit requirements and technical impact, DRP and archiving strategies 

Phase 3: The Configuration phase 

Confirm business requirements, basis config, functional config, mapping, QA and testing and sign-off 

Phase 4: The Development phase 

When non-standard SAP functions need to be implemented. Functional specifications, technical specifications, develop and 
configure, QA and testing and sign-off. 

Phase 5: The Operations phase 

Define support roles, capacity planning, job monitoring, failure recovery and problem resolution 



 

    Deleting SAP idocs with Transaction we11  
OMER BRANDIS posted 5/13/2008 | Comments (0)  

Recently I discovered transaction we11 (report RSETESTD), with this transaction you can delete sap idocs. No, I'm 
not talking about deleting as the last step of idoc archiving, I'm talking about simple straight forward deletion of 

idocs from the database.  
 

I don't know how this transaction managed to elude me for 3 years, but it did, so there is a good chance I'm not the 
only one who has never heard of it. Moreover, there seems to be very little documentation on this transaction, so I 

decided to try it out and share my experience.  
 

First things first, transaction we11 really works, the idocs are successfully deleted from the database.  
 

Second, as opposed to archiving idocs, we11 will delete idocs regardless of their processing status (idoc 
archiving using transaction sara, only works for successfully processed idocs). This may be good or bad for you, it 

largely depends on your needs.  
 

Third, the program doesnâ€™t have a commit counter, meaning if you want to delete 100,000 idocs, you can't 
specify that a commit will be executed every X idocs (deleting hundreds of thousands of idocs in one unit of work is 
not recommended). One possible workaround for this issue (which I have used successfully) is to use the "maximum 
number of idocs" parameter to limit the amount of work done with each execution of the report RSETESTD and use 
a very small job execution interval. In other words you can schedule a job to run every hour, set the max number 

of idocs to 5,000, this way you can safely delete 120,000 idocs each day.  
 

Well, thatâ€™s it for now, really hope this helps someone out there.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SAP NOTES EDI GENERAL ALL 

IDOC Interface/Electronic Data Interchange 

 Business data is exchanged with an external system using IDoc interface. 
 Idoc consists of Definition of a data structure and processing logic. 
 The data structure is IDoc. 

Processing IDOCS 

Use: The business data is saved in IDoc format in the Idoc interface and forwarded as IDocs. 

Exception handling for errors. 

Features: Supports 3 types of Data Flow  

 Outbound Processing : IDocs transferred to receiving system from SAP our system 
 Inbound Processing : IDocs transferred to our system from another system 
 Status Processing : Receiving system confirms the processing status of Outbound Idocs to our SAP 

system. 

Control Record and Data records are sent for IDoc Inbound and Outbound Processing. Status record sent in 
the status confirmation data flow. 

OUTBOUND PROCESSING : Data is written to Idocs and sent to receiving system. 

 

 



Message from Application to the to IDoc Interface can be sent in two ways: 

Indirect Path using Message Control: A series of condition are checked to find  the message. If one of these 
condition fulfilled message forwarded to IDoc interface via corresponding Message Control record. Send more than 
One Message. 

Direct Path From Application to Interface: Idoc transferred to IDoc interface via Function Module 
MASTER_IDOC_DISTRIBUTE 

The IDocs Interface then send idocs to receiving system along different path(Ports). Ports selection also depends 
upon receiving system, hardware used.  

OutBound Processing Unser Message Control [MC] 

Messages, for example purchase orders, can be found and processed via the Message Control module (MC) in SD 
and MM. In the case of IDoc processing, that means that the application data is written to IDocs.  
 
ACTIVITY 
 
The Message Control module “finds” one or more messages by selecting those that match the relevant business 
process from a set of predefined messages. The messages are defined in the application in so-called condition tables. 
The messages found are “proposed” by the MC: That can be several per document. The message is only proposed if this 
is the case, and can then be further processed.  

 
 The Message Control module can process the messages immediately. You can also process the 

messages found manually or in the background at a predefined time.  

Outbound Processing under Message Control: Procedure  

 
 1. Message determination: Call the master data from the application and create the message as a message- 

or condition record, that is to say, you define the conditions under which the message is found and 
proposed, as well as the message properties.  

 

 2. Message processing through IDoc dispatch: The messages are sent by the Message Control 
module as defined in the condition record, especially with regard to the selected dispatch time. 
You must also define a dispatch time (“output mode”) in the partner profiles  

 
 The Message Control parameters from the partner profiles must also match the corresponding 

fields in the output type. These parameters include:  

− Application  
− Partner  
− Partner function  
− Output type  

 

 Direct Outbound Processing  

Use  

This outbound processing path must be selected for R/3 components which are not linked to the Message Control 
module. Otherwise it is usually used in ALE scenarios, in which, for example, master data is to be distributed among 
different R/3 Systems.  

Activities  



The application is directly responsible for generating the IDoc, that is to say the application data is entered in a certain 
IDoc type. This can, for example, take place via a separate function module. The recipients are determined by the 
application or the ALE services. Automatic Message Control is not used here  
  

Inbound Processing  

Use  

In inbound processing, IDocs are transferred to the interface and stored in the R/3 System. The document data is 
generated in a second step, also in the course of a workflow.  

Features  

The upstream system transfers an IDoc to the IDoc interface via the R/3 System port. For this reason, you do not 
have to specify a port in the inbound partner profiles; the IDoc interface only has to “recognize” the upstream system 
as a port. A port definition, which provides a unique ID for the upstream system, must be available for the port. The 
technical parameters of this port definition can (and usually are) overwritten by the upstream system.  
 
 

 
The IDoc is “accepted”, that is, saved in the database, if the upstream system is recognized. If your partner is 
defined with the corresponding message in your partner profiles, the IDoc is then processed further. This is 
done independently in a second step. This ensures that the external system can receive the data quickly and 
reliably (automatically).  
The following paths are available for further processing:  

 • The direct path via a function module which transfers the IDoc data to the corresponding application 
document.  

 • The indirect path via SAP Business Workflow (single- or multistep task). When an IDoc is received, a work 
item is created as an instance of the corresponding task. The work item appears in the integrated inbox of the 
selected agent.  

 



Inbound Processing: Procedure  

Purpose  

Therefore, you must always configure inbound processing when you want to implement new business processes 
where data will be received by IDoc. An example is EDI inbound processing of standard orders.  

Prerequisites  

You must only activate the event-receiver linkage for the IDoc interface once, because an event is always triggered 
when an IDoc is received (exception: port type “tRFC“). This takes place in Customizing, activity Activate event-
receiver linkage for IDoc inbound processing [Ext.].  

Process flow  

 1. The inbound IDoc is linked to the required processing type via the process code [Page 71] in the partner 
profiles [Page 68]. You can decide whether a workflow or a function module is triggered when an IDoc is received.  

 
The process codes supplied with the standard system are already assigned to workflows or function modules. 
You can display this assignment: from the initial screen of the IDoc interface (transaction WEDI), choose 
Control → Process code inbound.  

 
 For exception handling in inbound processing you must assign the possible agents to the 

corresponding tasks. You have two alternatives:  

• You must classify all tasks as general tasks in IDoc Customizing.  

• You maintain the allocation for each individual task via transaction PFTC. The section on 
Exception handling: procedure [Page 28] describes which tasks are used.  

Status Processing  

Use  

The status records log the stages through which the IDoc passes along its path, for example “generated” or “ready for 
dispatch”. This data is important for monitoring communication and compiling statistics.  

Features  

Processing  
The receiving system can provide information on the processing stages for an IDoc which has been received The 
following status confirmation (or status report) methods are possible:  
 • Status records can be forwarded to the IDoc interface via the file port. The IDoc number is used for identification 

purposes.  
 

 Status records can also be returned as an IDoc  

 

 

 

 


